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star trek is an american science fiction media franchise created by gene roddenberry which began with the eponymous
1960s television series and became a worldwide pop culture phenomenon star trek created by gene roddenberry with
leonard nimoy william shatner deforest kelley nichelle nichols in the 23rd century captain james t kirk and the crew of the
u s s enterprise explore the galaxy and defend the united federation of planets as passover brought 10 plagues to test
pharaoh so too did the original series test the crew of the enterprise remembering john g trimble startrek com honors the
luminary whose contributions saved the star trek universe now streaming star trek is an american science fiction television
series created by gene roddenberry that follows the adventures of the starship uss enterprise ncc 1701 and its crew it
acquired the retronym of star trek the original series tos to distinguish the show within the media franchise that it began 1
star trek enterprise 2151 2155 star trek enterprise is the earliest entry on our list as it takes place a hundred years before
the adventures of kirk spock and the rest of the star trek the next generation created by gene roddenberry with patrick
stewart jonathan frakes levar burton marina sirtis set almost 100 years after captain kirk s 5 year mission a new generation
of starfleet officers sets off in the u s s enterprise d on its own mission to go where no one has gone before 3 seasons star
trek the original series space the final frontier these are the voyages of the starship enterprise the iconic series follows the
crew of the starship u s s enterprise as it completes its missions in space in the 23rd century star trek v the final frontier
star trek vi the undiscovered country star trek generations star trek first contact star trek insurrection star trek nemesis
star trek strange new worlds created by akiva goldsman alex kurtzman jenny lumet with anson mount ethan peck christina
chong melissa navia a prequel to star trek the original series the show follows the crew of the uss enterprise under captain
christopher pike star trek startrekofficial 128k subscribers 321 videos welcome to the official star trek youtube channel
startrek com and 4 more links a look back at 2023 s greatest moments star trek is a science fiction franchise comprising
twelve television series thirteen films four companion series numerous novels comics video games reference works
podcasts role playing games along with thousands of collectibles contents 1history 2conception and setting 3production
history 3 1the original series 3 2spin off series star trek was created by american writer and producer gene roddenberry
and chronicles the exploits of the crew of the starship uss enterprise whose five year mission is to explore space and as
stated in the title sequence to seek out new life and new civilizations to boldly go where no man has gone before star trek
is an american media franchise based on the science fiction television series created by gene roddenberry the first
television series simply called star trek and now referred to as the original series debuted in 1966 and aired for three
seasons on nbc 2 5k 89k views 3 weeks ago startrek paramountplus wilwheaton wil wheaton star trek the next generation
hosts this special look at star trek discovery s fifth and final season star trek the original series referred to as star trek
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prior to any spin offs is the first star trek series the first episode of the show aired on 6 september 1966 on ctv in canada
followed by a 8 september 1966 airing on nbc in america the show was created by gene roddenberry as a wagon train to
the stars star trek is a multi generational franchise and cultural touchstone that has turned into a streaming juggernaut by
subscribing to paramount you get access to every tv show in the franchise mar 27 2024 8 00am pt the future of star trek
from starfleet academy to new movies and michelle yeoh how the 58 year old franchise is planning for the next generation
of fans by 1 42 videos 99 photos action adventure drama ten years before kirk spock and the enterprise the uss discovery
discovers new worlds and lifeforms as one starfleet officer learns to understand all things alien creators bryan fuller alex
kurtzman stars sonequa martin green doug jones anthony rapp see production info at imdbpro a new origins movie for star
trek is set to go into production later on this year for a possible 2025 or 2026 release there s has been a lot of speculation
about the timeline of the film with star trek discovery 5 seasons the fifth and final season will find captain burnham and the
crew of the u s s discovery uncovering a mystery that will send them on an epic adventure across the galaxy to find an
ancient power whose very existence has been deliberately hidden for centuries season 5 now streaming where to watch
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star trek wikipedia
Mar 28 2024

star trek is an american science fiction media franchise created by gene roddenberry which began with the eponymous
1960s television series and became a worldwide pop culture phenomenon

star trek tv series 1966 1969 imdb
Feb 27 2024

star trek created by gene roddenberry with leonard nimoy william shatner deforest kelley nichelle nichols in the 23rd
century captain james t kirk and the crew of the u s s enterprise explore the galaxy and defend the united federation of
planets

star trek official site
Jan 26 2024

as passover brought 10 plagues to test pharaoh so too did the original series test the crew of the enterprise remembering
john g trimble startrek com honors the luminary whose contributions saved the star trek universe now streaming

star trek the original series wikipedia
Dec 25 2023

star trek is an american science fiction television series created by gene roddenberry that follows the adventures of the
starship uss enterprise ncc 1701 and its crew it acquired the retronym of star trek the original series tos to distinguish the
show within the media franchise that it began
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how to watch star trek in order the complete series timeline
Nov 24 2023

1 star trek enterprise 2151 2155 star trek enterprise is the earliest entry on our list as it takes place a hundred years
before the adventures of kirk spock and the rest of the

star trek the next generation tv series 1987 1994 imdb
Oct 23 2023

star trek the next generation created by gene roddenberry with patrick stewart jonathan frakes levar burton marina sirtis
set almost 100 years after captain kirk s 5 year mission a new generation of starfleet officers sets off in the u s s enterprise
d on its own mission to go where no one has gone before

star trek the original series star trek
Sep 22 2023

3 seasons star trek the original series space the final frontier these are the voyages of the starship enterprise the iconic
series follows the crew of the starship u s s enterprise as it completes its missions in space in the 23rd century

star trek series and movies star trek
Aug 21 2023

star trek v the final frontier star trek vi the undiscovered country star trek generations star trek first contact star trek
insurrection star trek nemesis
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star trek strange new worlds tv series 2022 imdb
Jul 20 2023

star trek strange new worlds created by akiva goldsman alex kurtzman jenny lumet with anson mount ethan peck christina
chong melissa navia a prequel to star trek the original series the show follows the crew of the uss enterprise under captain
christopher pike

star trek youtube
Jun 19 2023

star trek startrekofficial 128k subscribers 321 videos welcome to the official star trek youtube channel startrek com and 4
more links a look back at 2023 s greatest moments

star trek memory alpha fandom
May 18 2023

star trek is a science fiction franchise comprising twelve television series thirteen films four companion series numerous
novels comics video games reference works podcasts role playing games along with thousands of collectibles contents
1history 2conception and setting 3production history 3 1the original series 3 2spin off series

star trek cast characters synopsis facts britannica
Apr 17 2023

star trek was created by american writer and producer gene roddenberry and chronicles the exploits of the crew of the
starship uss enterprise whose five year mission is to explore space and as stated in the title sequence to seek out new life
and new civilizations to boldly go where no man has gone before
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list of star trek television series wikipedia
Mar 16 2023

star trek is an american media franchise based on the science fiction television series created by gene roddenberry the
first television series simply called star trek and now referred to as the original series debuted in 1966 and aired for three
seasons on nbc

star trek discovery inside the final season paramount
Feb 15 2023

2 5k 89k views 3 weeks ago startrek paramountplus wilwheaton wil wheaton star trek the next generation hosts this
special look at star trek discovery s fifth and final season

star trek the original series memory alpha fandom
Jan 14 2023

star trek the original series referred to as star trek prior to any spin offs is the first star trek series the first episode of the
show aired on 6 september 1966 on ctv in canada followed by a 8 september 1966 airing on nbc in america the show was
created by gene roddenberry as a wagon train to the stars

how to watch every star trek movie and tv show in order
Dec 13 2022

star trek is a multi generational franchise and cultural touchstone that has turned into a streaming juggernaut by
subscribing to paramount you get access to every tv show in the franchise
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star trek s future starfleet academy section 31
Nov 12 2022

mar 27 2024 8 00am pt the future of star trek from starfleet academy to new movies and michelle yeoh how the 58 year old
franchise is planning for the next generation of fans by

star trek discovery tv series 2017 2024 imdb
Oct 11 2022

1 42 videos 99 photos action adventure drama ten years before kirk spock and the enterprise the uss discovery discovers
new worlds and lifeforms as one starfleet officer learns to understand all things alien creators bryan fuller alex kurtzman
stars sonequa martin green doug jones anthony rapp see production info at imdbpro

the star trek origins movie shouldn t ignore star trek msn
Sep 10 2022

a new origins movie for star trek is set to go into production later on this year for a possible 2025 or 2026 release there s
has been a lot of speculation about the timeline of the film with

where to watch star trek
Aug 09 2022

star trek discovery 5 seasons the fifth and final season will find captain burnham and the crew of the u s s discovery
uncovering a mystery that will send them on an epic adventure across the galaxy to find an ancient power whose very
existence has been deliberately hidden for centuries season 5 now streaming where to watch
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